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Press Release  
VITALITE Zambia Limited, a leading community distribution and service company headquartered in 
Lusaka, is pleased to announce the receipt of three (3) prestigious international awards acknowledging 
their commitment to making quality products and services accessible and affordable to all Zambian 
communities. As the first company to bring pay-as-you-go (PAYGO) technology to Zambia, VITALITE is 
a pioneer in the distribution of modern solar energy and other life-changing products and services to 
rural Zambian households. The three awards recognise VITALITE as follows:  

 

2018 Project of the Year – VITALITE Zambia 
Energy and Environment Partnership Africa (EEP), 07 November 2018, Kigali, Rwanda  

Wim Jonker Klunne (EEP Africa Director) and Kelly Easton 
(Programme Director for Africa Utility Week) presented the award 
to Co-founder and Finance Director Mike Matokwani. Out of the 
200+ projects funded by EEP Africa since 2010, VITALITE was 
selected as the project of the year for 2018 for their outstanding 
innovation and success. Further information about this award can 
be found at: 
https://eepafrica.org/awarding-of-eep-poy-2018-closed-the-busy-
rwanda-energy-week/ 

 

AFDB Africa Investment Forum Energy Financing Award 
07 November 2018, Johannesburg, South Africa  

Following a successful pitching competition organised by PFAN, Africa 2.0 
and the African Development Bank at the inaugural session of Africa 
Investment Forum – Catalysing Investment in Young Small and Medium-
sized Enterprises from across Africa. African Development Bank 
President Akinwumi Adesina presented the award to VITALITE Managing 
Director Dr. John Fay during the final plenary session of Africa Investment 
Forum in front of 1000 investors and African country delegates.  
 

German Sustainability Award Winner – jointly with Fosera Solarsystems GmbH & Co. KGaA 
Corporate Partnerships, 07 December 2018, Düsseldorf, Germany 

The German Federal Minister of Economic Cooperation and 
Development Gerd Müller presented the award to VITALITE 
Managing Director Dr. John Fay and Fosera CEO Catherine Adelmann 
during the annual Sustainability Gala. The prize was awarded for 
cooperation between German companies and partner companies in 
emerging markets that implement the sustainability goals (SDGs) of 
the UN Agenda 2030 in a particularly exemplary manner. 

 



VITALITE Zambia Limited 

The German Sustainability award was established in 2008 to encourage the acceptance of social and 
ecological responsibility and to identify role models in this area. It is endorsed by the German Federal 
Government, local and business associations as well as numerous NGOs, among them UNESCO and 
UNICEF. The awards are presented by Federal Chancellor Angela Merkel or other members of her 
cabinet.  

“The award is an incredible motivation to continue our vision of delivering 
clean, sustainable and reliable energy around the world and to remain fully 
committed to it.”  

-Catherine Adelmann, CEO Fosera 

 

"On behalf of the entire VITALITE team, we're honored to receive this 
award with our partner Fosera to highlight our unique partnership 
that is bringing much needed energy and opportunities to rural 
communities across Zambia.”  

- Dr. John Fay, Managing Director VITALITE 

Fosera develops and produces solar systems and associated applications and VITALITE takes care of 
the products’ sales and servicing in Zambia. VITALITE benefits from the cooperation of high-quality 
systems, customer-specific product developments and technical support provided by Fosera. VITALITE 
provides direct feedback received from their customers; this facilitates the continuous development 
of products to meet customers’ needs. Through this partnership between Fosera and VITALITE, over 
20,000 solar home systems have been distributed in Zambia over the last two (2) years. Further 
information about this award can be found at: 

https://www.nachhaltigkeitspreis.de/en/wettbewerbe/corporate-partnerships/nominierte-
up/fosera-solarsystems-gmbh 

 

For further information on the mentioned 
awards and/or VITALITE, please contact Mr. 
Sharp Kabila at: 

Telephone: +260 970 76 13 85 

Email: contact@vitalitegroup.com 

Website: www.vitalitegroup.com 

Headquarters: 15 Lubwa Road, Rhodespark, 
Lusaka, Zambia  
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